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“The  fact  that  [the  Secret  Service]  allowed  a  rifle  armed  shooter  within  150  yds  to  a
preplanned event is either malice or massive incompetence.” — Security expert Erik Prince,
Navy Seal and founder of Blackwater

One of the most puzzling aspects of the near assassination of Donald Trump on the Secret
Service’s watch is the shooter’s expectation to find the buildings within the protected area
unoccupied by Secret Service and no agents guarding the sniper positions on the buildings.

It is very unusual that an intended assassin would expect to be able to appear with a rifle in
a protected area and not be accosted. In other words, it reeks of the smell of a stand down.

Here is the Russian state news agency RIA-Novosti’s comment:

“The assassination attempt on Donald Trump is surprising only because it happened on
July 13, and not earlier — a year, three or eight years ago. The upstart, who challenged
not only most of the American establishment, but also the ‘Washington swamp’ as such,
has risked his  head very much all  these years… It  is  clear  that  now the ‘swamp
denizens’  are  biting their  elbows because they did  not  think  to  kill  Trump before
November 2016: they underestimated the threat, did not believe in the reality of his
victory.” 

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said that  the atmosphere of  hatred created around
Trump by the Biden regime has led to the near assassination of Donald Trump.

“After numerous attempts to remove Trump from the political arena with the help of
legal tools, courts, the prosecution, attempts to politically discredit and compromise the
candidate, it was clear to all outside observers that his life was in danger.”
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Trump Pledges to Fight Evil

“We will FEAR NOT, but instead remain resilient in our Faith and Defiant in the face of
Wickedness.” — Donald Trump

Trump understands that the real fight is against the evil that has in its grasp the Democrat
Party, the media, the liberal-left intellectuals who control the educational system, and the
financial system that enslaves the population to debt service.

It is extraordinary that former Presidents Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and Barack Obama
along with Biden and Trump himself have issued statements thanking the Secret Service for
their “swift intervention.” Think about this for a minute. To get five presidents, including the
nearly assassinated Trump, to issue thanks to the Secret Service, thanks not justified by the
Secret Service’s failure, took organization. That this presidential support came so quickly
implies prior organization which supports the hypothesis of a planned attack on Trump. It is
a pity that Trump himself was roped into participating in what could be a pre-planned
coverup.

Swift intervention? After an assassin in plain view of the Secret Service fires a series of shots
that kill one person and dangerously injures two others standing behind Trump and misses
killing Trump by a quarter of an inch? Only when the assassin finishes firing does the Secret
Service intervene.

How does a Secret Service that totally fails in its responsibility to protect a presidential
candidate get congratulations for preventing an assassination?

Trump’s assassination failed because Trump turned his head when the assassin shot, thus
throwing  the  bullet  off  mark.  The  Secret  Service  did  nothing  to  prevent  Trump’s
assassination.

Is it the case that once the Secret Service saw Trump was down, Trump was believed to be
mortally injured and it was the time to eliminate, like happened to Oswald, the shooter
before he could talk?

I don’t say this is the case. It is a question that needs investigation.

The  question  of  the  unsecured  buildings  from  which  the  intended  assassin  fired  has
produced a dispute between the Secret Service and local police. The Secret Service claims
the neglected shooting positions were the responsibility of the local police. The local police
say they are merely the ordered around adjuncts of the Secret Service, who are in charge.
Let’s assume the local police were responsible for the security of the nearby sites. Why did
not the Secret Service check if the police performed their alleged duty?

The greatest puzzle is the near assassin’s unencumbered access to perfect spots for a
successful assassination.

To  those  few Americans  still  capable  of  thought,  the  outpouring  of  former  presidents
clearing  the  Secret  Service  with  praise  of  its  non-performance  suggests  it  was  an
establishment attack on Donald Trump’s life.

Trump’s response to the attack on his life is not promising. Indeed, he is already moving off-
task. He says he is going to reunite the country. This assumes that America has no internal
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enemies intent on destroying her, her values, and her liberties, and in her place erecting a
Sodom & Gomorrah Tower of Babel.

How can Trump reunite a country when the Democrat half is dedicated to the country’s
destruction via open borders and the legitimization of all forms of sexual perversion? Is
Trump going to compromise with his enemies and give them, in the false name of unity, part
of their agenda?

What is  the point  of  a raised fist  with blood running down your face shouting “fight,  fight,
fight” if you are going to compromise?

Trump has  to  root  out  the evil,  to  extinguish  the evil.  He has  to  find and appoint  and get
confirmed  a  government  that  will  support  him  in  this  battle.  Anything  less  and  he  is  a
failure.
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